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This is the portable edition of Quick Cleaner.NET, a tool
dedicated to removing junk files from the computer to

increase performance and free up space. It integrates user-
friendly cleaning options that can be configured by anyone.
Since installation is not a prerequisite, you can drop the
program files to any location on the hard disk and just
click the executable to run. It is also possible to save
Quick Cleaner.NET to a USB flash disk or similar storage
unit, in order to run it on any computer with minimum

effort, as long as it has.NET Framework installed. What's
more, the Windows registry does get updated with new

entries, and no additional files are created on the HDD,
leaving it clean after removal. The interface is

represented by a regular window with a well-organized
structure, where you can select the items for cleaning such
as the user temporary and Windows temporary folder, recent
files, errors reporting, the prefetch folder, thumbs cache,

and so on. Buttons for selecting and deselecting all
objects are available. Scanning results show the full path
and size for each object in each category, and you can

delete one, more or all selected items with the click of a
button. As far as program settings are concerned, you can

switch to another language for the UI, set Quick
Cleaner.NET to move files and folders to the Recycle Bin

instead of eliminating them permanently, as well as make it
automatically switch to search results. The program runs on
a pretty low amount of CPU and RAM, so it does not affect
the PC's overall performance. It is very responsive to
commands and finishes scanning quickly, without hanging,
crashing or popping up error dialogs. We have not come

across any issues in our tests. All in all, Quick
Cleaner.NET offers a simple solution to cleaning computers
of junk files, and it should meet the requirements of most
users, especially novices. This is a similar program as
Quick Cleaner.NET, but it is packed with additional
features that make it more useful. Right click on the
desktop shortcut to make it start in minimized mode, or

right click on the executable to make it run in background.
You can have the program automatically start when you log
into Windows, or make it load automatically when you start
Windows. You can download additional application shortcuts,

so it can be started from the Start menu folder. It
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automatically adds to it, removes from it, and removes from
the Start menu folder when desired. If you have missing

files

Portable Quick Cleaner.NET Crack+

Windows is a complex operating system. To help you master
it, we have done everything possible to make the interface
as simple as possible. The program only consists of the
following: Regular window on the screen with button-like

scrolling controls Welcome page with a few screen-affecting
hints Command-line interface with several valid arguments
Not a single menu or tooltip is needed, in order to give
you maximum screen real-estate. Each command line item has
a short description and keyboard shortcut, to make it easy

for you to use. If you have Windows XP, then you can
specify a SearchPath instead of a TargetPath, which saves
you one tedious step! There are two command-line options:
"Clean" and "Decompile". Those are the same as when you

install the program, and they display the regular
interface. If you use the old "Clean" menu option, then you
will see an additional target directory. The "Decompile"
option is designed to decompile assemblies to disassemble
the application. The program will remove all the junk files

from the following folders: * Windows Temporary and
Temporary Internet Files * Windows Error Reporting *
Prefetch folder * Thumbs cache * Windows Boot Loader *

Windows Temp folder * Temporary Videos * Recent Documents
The program will leave the following untouched: * Recycle
Bin * System Programs and Settings * Program files * System
files * Windows directory (including ProgramData) * Virtual
memory * System startup * Windows Caches and Windows Error
Reporting * Windows Search index If there are errors, then
the program will delete the folder and leave it cleaned.

Quick Cleaner.NET Progress [... ] Quick Cleaner.NET Removal
Log File [... ] Quick Cleaner.NET Windows 7 version [... ]
Recover Files from Failed Compression [... ] VirusTotal Get-

Updates [... ] Remove Conflicts between.NET Framework
Versions [... ] Remove Unnecessary Drives and Partitions
[... ] Remove Programs [... ] Quick Cleaner.NET Free of

charge [... ] Activate License [... ] In order to remove a
program from your computer, you will need to be sure that
you have the rights to do so. For more information on

whether you have appropriate access to a program or to the
computer on which it is installed, refer b7e8fdf5c8
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Quick Cleaner.NET is a ready-to-run portable version of the
original Cleaner.NET. It integrates user-friendly cleaning
options that can be configured by anyone. Since
installation is not a prerequisite, you can drop the
program files to any location on the hard disk and just
click the executable to run. It is also possible to save
Quick Cleaner.NET to a USB flash disk or similar storage
unit, in order to run it on any computer with minimum
effort, as long as it has.NET Framework installed. What's
more, the Windows registry does get updated with new
entries, and no additional files are created on the HDD,
leaving it clean after removal. The interface is
represented by a regular window with a well-organized
structure, where you can select the items for cleaning such
as the user temporary and Windows temporary folder, recent
files, errors reporting, the prefetch folder, thumbs cache,
and so on. Buttons for selecting and deselecting all
objects are available. Scanning results show the full path
and size for each object in each category, and you can
delete one, more or all selected items with the click of a
button. As far as program settings are concerned, you can
switch to another language for the UI, set Quick
Cleaner.NET to move files and folders to the Recycle Bin
instead of eliminating them permanently, as well as make it
automatically switch to search results. The program runs on
a pretty low amount of CPU and RAM, so it does not affect
the PC's overall performance. It is very responsive to
commands and finishes scanning quickly, without hanging,
crashing or popping up error dialogs. We have not come
across any issues in our tests. All in all, Quick
Cleaner.NET offers a simple solution to cleaning computers
of junk files, and it should meet the requirements of most
users, especially novices. Program features: * User-
friendly interface * Scanning options: - Thumbs cache
(optimize storage space) - Subdirectories - Files and files
in subdirectories (can be enabled or disabled in a group) -
User temporary folder - Windows temporary folder - Error
reporting: - All errors (fatal, warning and information) -
All errors in one folder - Errors and warnings in
subdirectories - Informational errors - Libraries (similar
to folders), except that every entry points to a file
system object (not a directory) * Program options:

What's New In Portable Quick Cleaner.NET?

Remove junk files from your computer to increase
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performance and free up space. Quick Cleaner.NET goes into
your system files to locate and clean junk files. What's
more, it does not create any new files or restore data,
leaving the Windows system files intact and fast. Support
for different languages with each new version. The program
runs on a pretty low amount of CPU and RAM, so it does not
affect the PC's overall performance. Search the targeted
files in the Windows system files and display a list of all
found files along with their paths and sizes. Compact
layout with a clear user interface. Scanning results show
the full path and size for each object in each category, so
it is easy to delete one, more or all selected items.
Widgets in a dialog box as well as settings in a right-
click menu allow you to adjust the program's behavior to
your preferences. Expert Mode is available through a simple
keyboard shortcut to make the program even easier to use.
Quick Cleaner.NET is so easy to use that no prior knowledge
in computers is required. You can save Quick Cleaner.NET to
a portable storage unit such as a USB flash disk or any
other device, including an external hard drive, and run it
on any computer with.NET Framework installed, as long as it
has enough RAM to handle cleaning. System Requirements:
Platform: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 10 What's new in v2.0: Fixed a bug in the About
dialog. Fixed a bug in option setting. Fixed a bug in the
System Information window. Added Languages parameter to the
Scanning Parameters window. Added option to delete program
files from the Recycle Bin. Compatibility: Compatibility
was tested on the following: Windows XP Professional,
Windows XP Home, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10 License: License is Freeware Sponsored: No
Publisher: Cleaner.NET FullCleaner.NET is a file cleaner
and defragmenter, designed to solve your problems with
hidden, error-prone and useless files. When you purchase
FullCleaner.NET, you get instant access to the beta version
that can be downloaded from our blog. Since the program is
a beta version, we
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel Core i5 1.3
GHz or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Recommended: Processor:
Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Processor:
Intel Core i3 2.4 GHz or better HDD: 800 MB available space
Additional Notes: - Supports cross
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